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Abstract
This paper presents a new general purpose procedural geometrical modeling system. It is focused on providing flexibility, modularity and scalability. Furthermore, it is tailored to manage huge geometric models, with millions of polygons. An out-of-core memory management system assures that any scene size can be generated during the modeling evolution. This generation is performed by a set of rules and operations on geometrical objects, organized as a directed acyclic graph.

1. Introduction
One of the main challenges in computer graphics and interactive applications is content creation, which is a task that requires realistic and detailed geometry. At the same time, there is an increasing need to develop interactive user-friendly editing tools allowing a broader range of public to generate new content. The current approach to 3D modeling is to manually create 3D geometry using tools like Autodesk Maya or 3ds Max. This process is time consuming, tedious and repetitive, but gives to the artist full control of the final 3D model.

On the other hand, in computer graphics, procedural modeling tools allow to define large sets of geometrical data with just a few rules. These rules define, with a small set of parameters, how the geometry has to be constructed automatically. Some examples are the works that simulate plants [PL90], urban environments [PM01, MWH06], and even automatic image-based maze generation [XK07]. The main advantage of those methods is that one does not have to store huge geometrical models, only their definitions. Then, these complex models can be generated each time we need them, and only needing the ruleset that defines the model/scene. This is often called geometric explosion, referring to the fact that a small input can produce a large output. On the other hand, because in general the generated models can be huge, we need a relevant amount of computer resources to handle them, which in some cases can be prohibitive.

In this paper we propose a new visual procedural modeling system, mainly focusing on flexibility, modularity and scalability. The language is defined as a complete set of geometrical primitives and operations, and is capable to manage huge geometrical model sets. Also, it is defined in a way such that it allows to control the modeling process much in the same way than classical computer programming, with branching, loops and encapsulation. In addition, a visual language tool is presented, which enables the user to work in terms of a purely visual language. As a result, the system we present allows a designer to disintegrate complex applications into modular components. By interactively connecting simple components (the nodes), users construct a complete procedural modeling application that matches their own needs. In our system, the flow of data is controlled by wiring nodes among themselves. As a result, we replace the usual text-based input system with a visually-driven mechanism that is independent of the geometry complexity generated.

2. Previous Work
Procedural modeling is a kind of methodology to construct geometrical models from a set of rules which represent commands and their combinations. Some examples can be found in the works by Deussen et al. [DHL98] and Palu...
bicki et al. [PHL’09], where they presented a language to model plants and trees. In the field of urban modeling, the works presented by Parish and Muller [PM01] and Muller et al. [MWH’06], define a language for the generation of buildings. The main drawback of these methods appears during the design of complex rule combinations to generate accurate models, as its text-based paradigm makes it difficult to edit and modify.

One of the most basic approaches for of procedural modeling is the Generative Modeling Language (GML) [Hav09], which contains the basic geometric-level commands, and provides a text-based language to combine them to construct new and complex rules. GML is a rich language with a large degree of flexibility. However, in spite of the creator’s efforts, it remains a complex system for the non-expert user.

Historically, procedural modelers are related with visual languages. ConMan [Hae88] was the first visual language attempt for computer graphics modeling. It presented a simple set of linked nodes to define the process pipeline. Later, in [LD99] was presented a node tree structure. In [GK07] there was presented the Plab system, that defines a node graph structure. Since these languages allowed permit the full geometrical design, they have limitations for huge models. The main idea of these methods can be found in current modeler softwares, such as Maya or Houdini. More recently, Esri’s CityEngine [Esr12], Epic Games’ UDK [Epi12] and Patow [Pat12] simultaneously introduced very similar visual languages for these shape grammars, where each node is a command and the connection between two nodes represents the flux of geometry between them.

To solve the hardware limitations for huge models, we can consider out-of-core techniques. In [SCC’02] is presented a survey of this kind of methods. In addition, in [CGG’04] is proposed a method to visualize out-of-core models.

Among other approaches for procedural modeling, Peytavie et al. [PGMG09] presented a tiling method for generating piles of rocks without any computationally demanding physically-based simulation. Kelly and Wonka [KW11] proposed a generalization of the classic concept of an extrusion where a set of profiles are used to extrude a floor-plan to generate whole building structures, plus an anchoring system to locate assets like doors, windows or other elements. Talton et al. [TLL’11] proposed a Markov Chain Monte Carlo system to generate the variations on a given ruleset to achieve a desired target. Their applications included all kind of procedural modeling techniques, from plants and trees (L-systems) to buildings (CGA Shapes) to whole cities (random blocks). Lin et al. [LCOZ’11] presented an algorithm for interactive structure-preserving retargeting of irregular 3D architecture models, taking into account their semantics and expected geometric interrelations such as alignments and adjacency. The algorithm performs automatic replication and scaling of these elements while preserving their structures by decomposing the input model into a set of sequences, each of which is a 1D structure that is relatively straightforward to retarget. As the sequences are retargeted in turn, they progressively constrain the retargeting of the remaining sequences. Musialski et al. [MWW’12] proposed a novel interactive framework for modeling building facades from images, exploiting partial symmetries across the facade at any level of detail. Their workflow mixes manual interaction with automatic splitting and grouping operations based on unsupervised cluster analysis. Ceylan et al. [CML’12] presented a framework for image-based 3D reconstruction of urban buildings based on symmetry priors: Starting from image-level edges, they generate a sparse and approximate set of consistent 3D lines, which are then used to simultaneously detect symmetric line arrangements while refining the estimated 3D model. Merrell et al. [MSK10] presented a method for automated generation of building layouts for computer graphics applications. In their approach, given a set of high-level requirements, an architectural program is synthesized using a Bayesian network trained on real-world data. The architectural program is realized in a set of floor plans, obtained through stochastic optimization. The floor plans are used to construct a complete three-dimensional building with internal structure. Krecklau and Kobelt [KK11] presented a system for the easy generation of interconnected structures such as bridges or roller coasters where a functional interaction between rigid and deformable parts of an object is needed. Their approach mainly relies on the top-down decomposition principle of shape grammars to create an arbitrarily complex but well structured layout. In their work, Benes et al. [BSMM11] present guided procedural modeling, an approach that allows a high level of top-down control by breaking the system into smaller building blocks that communicate. In their work, the user creates a set of guides that define a region in which a specific procedural model operates. These guides are connected by a set of links that serve for message passing between the procedural models attached to each guide. In this approach, local control is introduced by the building blocks themselves, but further control is left to the the detailed level of procedural systems. However, none of these works deal with procedural techniques for visually creating huge models as we do here, and these approaches can be easily incorporated in a system like ours.

3. Overview

This work presents a new procedural modeling system defined with a two layers structure: Procedural Abstraction Layer (PAL) and Geometrical Abstraction Layer (GAL). The PAL defines a set of rules for the automatic geometry generation. These rules are represented by a directed acyclic graph that represents the full scene. The graph nodes perform operations such geometry creation and transformation. The GAL layer is responsible of managing the geometrical data. Also it implements the interface to create and edit the visual language and the out-of-core management system. This out-of-
core system is capable to manage the geometry data memory requirements, using main or secondary memory in function of the current geometrical scene and the current hardware memory storage. The PAL interacts only with the GAL, that creates an interface to the classical 3D View API systems, such as OpenGL or DirectX (see Figure 1). Hence the PAL becomes platform independent, and only a new GAL interface would be required for new environments.

![PAL and GAL system](image1.png)

**Figure 1:** PAL and GAL system.

4. Procedural Abstraction Layer (PAL)

The PAL directed acyclic graph represents the scene using the graph nodes and the connections between them to define rules for the procedural modeling. The graph nodes define the rule operators that generate or modify the geometry. The graph connections define how and where the rules are applied. This kind of graph allows the representation of the full scene and the geometry data flow. The flow is controlled using geometry generation nodes or branching control nodes. The system permits to query and visualize the data at any part of the graph. Note the importance of the acyclic property, so the data flow locks must be avoided.

4.1. Nodes and connections

In general, PAL nodes perform operations on their input geometric data flow. Each operator receives an incoming geometry flux, processes it, and provides at its outputs the resulting processed geometry. This processing that occurs inside each node is controlled by the user through the node parameter interface. Also, the user controls the geometry flow between the nodes, and has complete control of the operations applied to every bit of geometry. This way, the user is able to configure the whole production process in arbitrary ways, resulting in a procedural model, which can get arbitrarily complex. These capabilities go far beyond a mere scene description language, actually presenting all the constructive elements of a full general-purpose procedural engine.

These operations are performed on an incoming geometry flux from one or more nodes, except for the case of so called *generator ones*. Then, the result is stored and sent to other downstream nodes. The process of receiving and sending the data is controlled by the node input and output channels (see Figure 2). For every node, there is only one input channel that gathers the incoming geometry from one or more nodes, creating a unique data flow. However, an implementation with differentiated input channels is also feasible, although we discarded it in our current implementation to simplify ease of use. On the other hand, ever node can be multiple output channels to create one or more data flows. The rationale is that there exist operations that, for instance, divide the geometry flux according to a user-provided criteria, assigning each output channel to each of the resulting geometry sets. The connections between nodes are represented by unidirectional data pipes, that define the connection between one output channel of a node and one input channel of a downstream node.

The connections management system controls the requirement that the graph must be acyclic. This is verified each time a new node is inserted or any connection is modified. Moreover, system controls consistency, which implies controlling when and where the geometry data has to be regenerated. When a node parameter is modified an invalidation signal is created. This signal is spread to the output connected nodes, becoming invalidated nodes. The signal is spread in cascade way, and it stops at the final nodes (see Figure 3). Then, when a node receives a geometry request, by example to be displayed, this geometry has to be regenerated, spreading an update petition to the input nodes. The spread stops in those nodes that are valid (see Figure 4).
4.2. Geometry generation and transformation

There are two main node types for generating and transforming the geometry. The generator nodes are used to generate the basic geometry, that is the beginning of the data flow. They have only one output channel and no input channel. There are generator nodes for basic shapes, such as spheres or prisms, and generator nodes that import external geometrical data for more complex shapes. The transformation nodes perform basic geometrical transformations on the input geometry, such as translation, rotation, scale and shear. The output channel returns the transformed geometry. In addition there are other transformation nodes that perform more complex operations, such as nodes that change the mesh subdivision level or that perform torsions.

4.3. Data flow control

There are three kinds of nodes to control the data flow: grouping, branching and looping nodes. The grouping nodes encapsulate a directed acyclic subgraph into only one node (see Figure 5). The subgraph data flow input and outputs match with the grouping node input and output channels.

The branching nodes are useful to control the data flow with selections or filtering. The selector nodes select one of the input channel sources and export the geometry by only one output channel. The filtering nodes gather the input data flow and export those geometry that validate a condition. In Figure 6 there is a simple example of branching, where the geometry is translated in two ways from $X$ axis. In addition, there are the opposite branching nodes, the sumatory nodes, that join two or more geometries in only one data flow.

Finally, the iterator nodes group a data flow segment into a loop controlled by a fixed number of iterations or by a condition. These nodes modify the geometry, or accumulate the
changes using a sumatory node, for each loop. In Figure 7 there is an example of an iterator node that accumulates the results for each loop, creating a mesh of objects.

**Figure 7:** Iterator node example. For each loop a new bunny is translated to the next grid vertex placement.

### 4.4. Bypassing data

The PAL node process the input data, stores the results and send them to the output channels. The data storing for each node implies a poor performance in computing time and memory storage, specially on sumatory and transformation nodes. A clear example of this is the subgraph located into an iterator node. In these cases, we need to bypass the data between nodes. There are two nodes that bypass the data, named Complex Storer and Transform Storer.

The Complex Storer node stores internal references to the stored geometry of the nodes connected to the input channels. If the node becomes invalidated and receives a geometry request signal, it queries to the referenced nodes about the geometry. This is very useful on accumulation operations, such as sumatory or iteration nodes.

The Transform Storer node is a Complex Storer node that stores a transformation matrix. It is used to replace the basic transformation nodes. When it receives a geometry request signal, the stored geometry in the referenced node is updated with the transformation matrix, bypassing the data to the output channel. In addition, the Transform Storer node joins the transformation matrix into only one when there are multiple sequential basic transformations.

### 5. Geometry Abstraction Layer (GAL)

The GAL system manages the geometry creation, modification and storage without considering the overall data flow. GAL system defines an interface between the procedural data and the geometric data, making them independent and scalable.

The geometry data structure (see Figure 8) is based on a list of triangles. To manage other data, such as normal vectors, colors, numerical values, transformation matrices or any kind of data, both triangles and vertices have associated lists of attributes. Each attribute is defined by an identifier, that is composed by a label, the vertex or triangle identifier, and the attribute value. There are no limitation on size lists or on attributes data types.

GAL only offers geometry data creation and query operations. Because of GAL is independent of PAL, we do not have to worry about any complex operation with the geometry.

#### 5.1. Memory management

The GAL system defines an interface to control the memory management. Basically, we try to store objects in main memory as much as possible. Thus, when a new object is created, the interface choose where it has to be stored, selecting the main or the secondary memory, depending on the current free main memory and the estimated object size. The selection method calculates

\[
\frac{M_f - e_m(S)}{M_t} = M_e
\]

where \(M_f\) is the current free main memory, \(M_t\) is the total main memory, \(e_m\) is the estimated memory size of object \(S\), and \(M_e\) is the estimated percentage of free main memory available after storing the object \(S\). If \(M_e < l_m\), where \(l_m\) is a user threshold that means the main memory percentage that must remains free, the object is stored in main memory. Otherwise, the object is stored in secondary memory.

This out-of-core method uses from \(2^{54}\) upto \(2^{128}\) bits of memory addressment per vertices and triangles, that means we can manage really huge geometrical models, about the order from \(10^{19}\) to \(10^{77}\) triangles respectively. Due system limitations about maximum filesizes, the storage uses a sequence of files, creating an index system to get access to any vertex or triangle with independence of what internal file is stored. The vertices list is stored in a sequence of fixed size files (see Figure 9). This size is used by the index system to access the vertices. The triangles list is stored in the same way than vertices.

The triangles attribute values lists are stored together in one file sequence without indexing (see Figure 10), because the attribute values are variable in size. To get access to the attribute values, another indexed file sequence is stored. It...
Figure 9: Vertices list storing structure.

contains for each attribute the identifier, the file identifier where the attribute value is stored and the value location and size in bytes. The same considerations have been done for the vertices attribute values lists.

Figure 10: Triangles attributes lists storing structure.

5.2. Visual language

Over the years researches have realized that text-based approaches are not the most practical way to cope with the inherent complexity of procedural models. This resulted in several proposals for its replacement by visual languages since the pioneering work by Haeberli [Hae88], followed by the works by Deussen et al. [DHL+98] and Palubicki et al. [PHL+09], and more recently the works by Gengster and Klein [GK07] Patow [Pat12], but the latter being specific for building design. We have developed a visual tool to provide an edition system for the designer, where the user can edit the operations graph, create or destroy nodes, connect nodes among themselves, and adjust their local parameters. This can be seen at Figure 11, where the user can edit the node graph (right) and interactively preview the results of the changes (left). The user design the model in a graph view, where the designer can edit the graph, create new nodes and define connections. The changes are shown interactively in a 3D view, that uses any kind of 3D View API such as OpenGL or DirectX. The 3D view updates are controlled by a visibility flag that is stored in each node. When a node has the visibility flag activated, all the internal stored geometry becomes visible. This means when 3D view needs to be refreshed, by an edition of the graph by example, the visible nodes send their respective update signals to the invalidated nodes, regenerating the geometry data only on those nodes that is needed, avoiding the regeneration of the full scene. Since the graph view is enough to design the model, the 3D view do not has interactive edition tools. Finally, some interfaces are provided to edit GAL information, such as vertices values, colors and other data types.

Figure 11: Visual language editor. At right, the graph edition view. At top left, the 3D view. At bottom, the interface to modify the geometry data.

6. Application case: Urban Modeling

To demonstrate the capabilities of the method we have adapted it to perform a city building procedural modeler. To achieve it we have created new PAL nodes to control the building specific generation. These nodes control the building base size, the openings and their windows, the number of levels, the facades and the roof. We use a database with a set of predefined objects for complex geometries, such as the windows library (see Figure 12).

We have designed a simple method to generate automatically the city. This method generates each building in a random way starting from a simple prism-like primitive, but other starting shapes can be easily used. The parameters such are levels, window types, roof types and building shapes are chosen stochastically. The levels are chosen randomly giving more priority to those buildings with a medium level size.
to get more realistic skylines. The building shapes are chosen from a set of predefined blocks with different building shapes and placements (see Figure 13).

Figure 13: Pattern set for the building block configurations.

7. Results

The results presented here are compared using main memory or the out-of-core method. The tests have been processed using an Intel Core2 Quad at 2.4GHz, 8MB of cache memory and 4GB of DDR3 main memory. The out-of-core results have been tested with a 1.5TB SATA2 hard disk, with 64MB of cache memory and 7500 rpm. The system has been implemented using Python, so it is multi-platform and the new nodes can be implemented in an easy way.

To test the building generation, we have designed a simple building shape. Then, the computing time has been evaluated using main memory and out-of-core management, comparing the same building with different levels and windows. One can see that the computing time increases linearly with the geometry size. Also, the main memory is faster than the out-of-core management. Although, in some cases the main memory is not enough to process huge geometries. In Figure 14 there is a computing time graph in function of number of building levels and window type. Note the building with fourth window type cannot be processed in main memory for more than 3 levels due his size.

In Figure 15 you can observe some examples of this testing buildings.

In Figure 16 there are some examples of the buildings combinations as seen in the Figure 13.

In Figure 17: Two neighborhoods of our final city. Left: 12 blocks, Right: 17 blocks.
Finally, we have combined a set of building blocks to construct a regular city. In Figure 18 and Figure 19 there are two views of the final generated city. It has 467 buildings organized into 130 blocks. The total model size is 61 million of triangles and about 5GB memory requirements. Obviously, this model cannot be managed only using the main memory, and the out-of-core system allows us to achieve this kind of huge geometrical models.

In Figure 17 we can see views of two neighborhoods of 12 and 17 blocks respectively.

8. Discussion

As shown in the previous section, the proposed procedural modeling editor is capable to manage huge scenes. The out-of-core management system allows to work with geometric models that would be impossible to manage only using the main memory. The relation between the computational times using main or secondary memory is linear and has a reasonable difference. Moreover, the visual editor and the presented results demonstrate that it is relatively easy to model complex and huge scenes with just a few nodes.

The main drawback is the overall computational time. The main reason is the chosen development language, Python, because it is an interpreted language. On the other hand, Python provides platform independence and scalability, so it is easy to develop new nodes. A suitable improvement would be to parallelize the system, with concurrency or with a computers cluster.

9. Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a new general purpose procedural modeler. The system is flexible, modular and scalable, and it is capable to manage huge scenes composed by millions of polygons. The procedural modeler is defined with a set of rules and geometric objects, organized in a directed acyclic graph. This graph controls the geometric data flow, where the nodes create and transform the geometry, and perform branching and looping to automatically produce complex models. The graph edition, that is the scene edition, is performed with a visual language tool.

We consider, as future work, the creation of new node types and new interfaces for other 3D view APIs. Also, different strategies to decide between whether to store an ob-
ject in main or secondary memory (e.g. LRU or other techniques), should be analyzed. Of course, this implies a whole loading/unloading mechanism to be thought of and implemented. In addition, we are interested into parallelize the system in two ways. First, applying concurrence, trying to manage the processes that transform the geometry data in efficient threads. Second, creating a communication system to manage a computers cluster, partitioning the tasks into different computers and avoiding the processing bottlenecks. Another interesting optimization is to incorporate techniques as instancing to avoid having duplicated geometry, but this would require a slightly different management system with elements that can be geometric objects and elements that can be just references (plus a transformation matrix) to other elements.
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Figure 14: Comparison between computing times (in seconds) using main (top) and secondary (bottom) memory for buildings with different levels and window types (see Figure 12).